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Two well preserved skeletons in north-south orientation are found in extended position. One is
larger than the other.
Skeleton 1, with hands folded resting over the pelvic, appears to be that of an adult*
The displaced skull is lying over the vertebrae. The mandible is found loose and disturbed. The meta.
carpus and phalanges are collectively found at the pelvic portion. Though the leg bones are in natural
position yet the ankle is not traceable.
Skeleton 2, found closeby, appears to be of an infant. It is well preserved and placed at
a lower height.
The burial yielded no grave goods except few pot sherds of red ware and charred bones at a
depth of 80 cms. from a cairn filling. At a depth of 1.80 m. animal bones are noticed near the leg of
the skeleton.
Locality-II
Burial JV0. 4.: In locality 2, 1 km. south of locality 1, more than 100 circle buiialsare noticed.
The river Krishna is farther south at a distance of \ km. The early historic mound is spread in an area
of 10 acres almost extending upto the burial complex.
Burial 4 is 7.20 m. ir> diameter and is aligned with 13 granite boulders carried from the nearby
hillock. On the south of the circle, a small gap of 65 cm. is noticed in between two bpulders. Parallel to
this, two well dressed granite slabs are fixed at a distance of 1 m. A gap of 40 cm. is noticed here.
The circle boulders are well fixed and strengthened by rubble. The cairn filling is composed of
large and small boulders and dark brown clay .filled to a depth of 1,75 m. Loose reddish morrum
devoid of pebbles is upto a depth of 45 cm. At the bottom, a thin bed plastered with clay is found along-
with skeletal remains at a depth of 2*50 m. The pit measured 1.55 m. X 0.80 m.
Five skeletons in north-south and two skeletons in south-north orientation are found at one level at
different places. Skeletal remains arc also mixied up. Skeletons 1 and 2 are lying in north-south orient-
ation with skulls facing west. As certain bones are missing, they appear to be secondary burials. The
third skeleton is found downwards and the skeleton is resting over the pelvic portion of sk.;hton-l. Except
the skull, the other bones are not traceable. The fourth skeleton is resting over the 2nd skeleton and many
of the bones are fragmentary. The bones of the fifth skeleton arc found scattered. Skeletons 6
and 7 arc uncovered at the southern side of the pit in south-north orientation. Like other skeletons, these
two are also in a bad state of preservation. None of the skeletons arc associated with pottery or iron
objects.
Burial No. 5: This burial measuring 7.10 m. in diameter and encircled by 10 boulders is~situated
on the eastern side of the burial complex. The boulders having a dimension of 0.92 m. x 1«35 m. xO. 60 m.
are erected vertically. On the southern side, a wide gap is noticed which like other burials served as a
passage. Inside the main circle, a passage aligned with two door slabs on eitherside is laid bare. These
slabs measured 1.50 m. x 1 m. The passage leading to the bottom of the pit is sealed by two door slabs.
In course of digging, animal bones and pot sherds of redware and bla'ckware are noticed at a depth of
65 cm. This burial was reused for burying the dead as the skeletal evidence is found at two levels,

